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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Reciprocating Heads Rechargeable Shaver
This new Sinbo SS 4045R, SS 4045S wide shaving head 30% more shaving area for faster.

Parts Description
a. Cover
b. Foil
c. Foil Holder
d. Cutter
e. Switch
f. Charging Indicator
g. Trimmer
h. Charging Plug
i. Cleaning Brush

Features
* Dual floating head for an exceptional, close shaving
* Pop up trimmer perfect for grooming sideburns and moustache
* Waterproof, washable system
* Battery charging led
* Independent floating cutter
* 8 hours charging time
* Built-in Battery: 1*800mAh , Ni-Cd battery
* AC230V, 50Hz,  2W

Important Presentation
Read these instructions for use carefully before using the appliance and save them for
future reference.
1. The switch must be turned off when charging.
2. Never clean the body with water, or troubles may occur.
3. Never press or take out the plug with wet hands. Or troubles may occur or you may
get shocked.

Charging
1. The applicable voltage is AC220/50Hz.
2. Insert the power wire into the shaver socket. Then insert the plug into the power socket
on the wall and the red indicating lamp will be light.
3. It takes about 8-10hours to charge the shaver completely.
4. It must be recharged for 18 hours continuously for the first time usage.
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5. To common beards, one charging can last seven days and serve for three minutes use
per day.
6. It is better to recharge after it was completely used up. So that the battery will be more
durable.

Shaving
1. Slide the switch up to turn it on.5tretch your skin with a hand and shave slowly against
beard's growing direction.
2. Cover the protection lid after shaving in order to prevent the net knife from damage.
3. Don't use it in case that knife net is damaged, as it may hurt your skin.
4. If you want to cut hair on the temples or long beard, slide the trimmer switch up, touch
the trimmer on your skin vertically and shave slowly.

Cleaning Method
1. Turn off the switch. Pull the foil holder upward and use the cleaning brush to clean
the blades and the foils inside surface.
2. You are advised to clean the knife tool periodically to keep the shaver's good
performance.

Disposing of Battery
If you want to discard this razor, please open the back cover, unload the battery and take
it to a place designated by the government to protect the environment.
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